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Context.
Just over one in every five of New York City’s 8.2 million 

residents are living below the poverty line, according to the 

NYC Center for Economic Opportunity. For these vulnerable 

households, financial instability is the common thread that 

often connects issues of health, family, housing, employment, 

food security and other challenges. But while the fight to 

combat the poverty crisis in New York City is an old one, the 

City is engaging new partnerships and exploring new 

approaches for developing services that address the complex 

challenges facing low-income New Yorkers and empower 

them to achieve a secure financial future. 



Designing for Financial Empowerment
Designing for Financial Empowerment (DFE) is a cross-sector 

initiative to explore how design can be used to make public 

sector financial empowerment services more effective and 

accessible. This landmark initiative envisions New York City and 

other large urban areas challenging the cycle of poverty by 

holistically examining current public policy and service offerings; 

understanding the interrelated needs of the City’s most 

vulnerable populations; and enabling community members to 

participate in the co-design of the very services that they use, 

alongside policymakers, advocates and service providers. 

Following a successful pilot program, this initiative expanded 

into three projects in its first year. 

http://dfe.nyc


The design process.
The first project in the initiative, DFE: Tax-Time Services, was 

focused on making free tax preparation services more accessible 

and effective. These services, provided for free by volunteer 

preparers, enable financially vulnerable New Yorkers to take full 

advantage of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) without having 

to pay hundreds of dollars in fees to for-profit preparers.

The program ran over the course of nine months, from discovery to 

prototyping, and resulted in the creation of a "Kit of Ideas” – a map 

of more than 60 service concepts and policy proposals to improve 

outcomes for tax filers in New York City. More than two years after 

the conclusion of the project, the City of New York, with support 

from Citi Community Development, continues to implement and test 

new concepts from the Kit, beginning with three prototypes: unified 

branding, the VITA Portal, and SMS queuing.

http://dfe.nyc/reimagining-free-tax-time-services-for-new-yorkers-1/
http://dfe.nyc/our-journey/


Throughout the project the DFE team was able to bring diverse stakeholders together not just to identify 

challenges and opportunities, but also to co-design, refine, and test solutions, moving beyond the traditional limits 

of public sector stakeholder engagement. 

Participatory design

Governance and Policy Making



As a result of this project, DCA and the rest of the DFE project team were not only able to co-design several 

innovative solutions that may succeed in improving the effectiveness of free tax preparation services, but also to 

expand both DCA’s ability to use service design in its ongoing work and DESIS’ capacity to shape the process to 

the needs of the public sector.

key concept

Skill Training and Design Education

Service design



Jacob Krupnick - Wild Combination

During the project, we created maps and movies with all the various stakeholder groups involved in the service 

and the connections between them. In our research, we consulted with professional experts, but most importantly 

with those whose knowledge derives from daily experience of the service. We held forums and panels; conducted 

interviews with current and potential users and observed processes on-site during tax time season. To summarize 

our findings, we also distilled our observations into a deck of “Challenge Cards”, where each card represented an 

area of tension faced by filers and providers during the delivery of the services.

Storytelling and Visualization

http://dfe.nyc/video
http://dfe.nyc/our-journey/
http://dfe.nyc/video
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/547f4c56e4b05ea9bd1473be/t/56cc90b17da24f43e1e2cb2b/1456246974826/DFE_TaxTime_Cards_Print.pdf


https://www.newschool.edu/desis
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